
A USER FRIENDLY PLATFORM TO CONNECT  

DOCTORS AND PATIENTS DIGITALLY

A PLATFORM FOR REAL TIME,  

ONLINE CONSULTATION WITH PEDIATRICIANS.



BACKGROUND

PROBLEM/CHALLENGE/OPPORTUNITY

Our client was a startup co-founded by a team of two; a renowned pediatrician 

with more than two decades of experience and the other an expert in process 

design, software management, marketing and software development. 

 

Looking  at the  increase  in  emergency situations wherein children fall sick at a 

time when it is not possible to pay visit to a doctor, the founders of the company 

felt the need to provide a virtual platform to connect pediatricians with patients 

at any hour of the day or night by video calls, voice calls or text messaging.  

 

A platform which could provide the doctors full access to the patient's medical 

history was envisioned by the founders. Their main purpose was to deliver quality 

healthcare to people who need it the most, anytime, anywhere, by the most 

qualified doctors.

The main challenge was to design a platform for Real Time Interaction between 

patient and doctor over the internet via Text message, Audio or Video Call. The 

platform should work even when there is poor or no data connectivity by 

automatically switching networks from data to mobile (PSTN) networks. 

 

Another challenging part was to integrate a real time communication   

framework.  The   team   used WebRTC, an open source technology to establish 

communication channels.
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SOLUTION

TECHNOLOGIES USED

The Team at Techment designed an interactive easy to use platform through 

which the Doctors and Patients could connect via text, voice or video calls. Using 

the platform, the doctors could get complete access to the patient's medical 

history. 

 

The multichannel platform allows connection across platforms and devices - web 

and mobile. It also enabled patients to interact with doctors, post active 

consultation, and allow for document sharing between patient and doctor. 

An integrated scalable platform, which can efficiently digitally generate leads was 

custom developed to maximize internal businesses processes. Android tablets and 

IPads were the preferred hand-held devices for the agents. A Data Centre was 

hosted in cloud to have a centralized connectivity with 100% uptime. 
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ABOUT TECHMENT TECHNOLOGY

CONTACT INFORMATION

manish@techment.com +1-214-937-4667 www.techment.com

RESULT

CONCLUSION

The team assisted the company right from project definition to providing end-to-

end support. In just three months, the first version of the Application was delivered.

The platform was designed and redesigned as per the client specifications. The 

client appreciated the efforts of the team "Kudos team for a job well executed. Let's 

Techment is a digital catalyst that catalyzes solution development with our high-

velocity agile delivery model and in-depth tech expertise for global organizations. 

Our team consists of passionate techno-functional experts that bring an outside-in 

approach and work as an extension of client teams. We are industry agnostic and 

work with companies of all sizes including disruptive startups.
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